School of Medicine Open Days, Leeds, Summer 2016

Find out how we use Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) within the medical degree at the University of Leeds. Explore examples of the TEL used in your course including specially developed Apps, podcasts, eBooks and tools to support reflection whilst you are working in practice. Take it home today on your smartphone and stay in contact with us after Open Day.

How the stack was used

This stack was used to support the School of Medicine's Open Days in summer 2016. These Open Days are attended by prospective students and their families. Leeds School of Medicine prides itself on its use of TEL within the course and the LTB stack gave them the opportunity to showcase some of their TEL tools & resources, and to talk to students about these. Students could then explore them in more detail when they got home. The TEL team had a stand at the Open Days and supported visitors to install LTB and download the stack.